
Cognitive Walkthrough at MOA

Main Takeaways: 
 • The kiosk is designed for users on-the-go.  
 • The user is not presented with an overwhelming amount of categories to choose from.  
 • The search bar on the main screen allows for pinpointed searches while categories allow for general browsing.  
 • The bathroom and essential amenity icons are clearly visible.   
 • The animated map helps the user visualize the directions to their destination.  
 • The kiosks can display content in several other languages. 
 • The kiosk provides directions that are accessible for visitors in wheelchairs.     

Will the user try to achieve the right 
outcome? Is the correct action visible? Is there a clear connection between 

the control and the resulting action?
Is there sufficient and/or appropriate 

feedback

Find a specific store/restaurant and 
get directions

Yes. Four clear options "shopping" 
"dining" etc. Yes. The titles look tappable Yes

Yes. clicking on the tile leads to the 
correct page. However, once you are 

on the map, it doesn't tell you how long 
it will take to get their like the initial 

screen

Browse store/restaurant/activity to 
do. Yes. Gives you "category" and "new"

Yes, a little hard to tap though. Some of 
the bars are clickable while others are 

not.

Maybe. The only confusion were the 
several bars for "new restaurants" 
which were not actually tappable.

Maybe. Shows map on selected. It will 
tell you where the store is, but will not 

give you additional description on what 
the store is. If the user wants to know 
more about the store, there is no way 

to find out.

Find upcoming events and things 
that are happening

No. User may tap on "attraction" to see 
if it is correct. No No No

Find sales and deals
No. User may select a specific 

business, but it doesn't contain any 
information on sales or deals 

anywhere. only directions.
No No No

Ideas and help on parking and 
transportation Yes. "Guest Services" Yes. User will likely select "guest" 

service panel and go from their. Yes Yes

General info and assistance.
Yes. Also, a physical phone is attached 

to the kiosk. Restroom button is 
located immediately on the first page.

Yes Yes Yes

Transfer info to mobile Yes Yes Yes
No. The actual map the user received 
on the phone is too small to actually 

see and navigate.


